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About This Game
Scrapyard Robot Rampage is a simple game. You shoot something, and it will die. But there's a catch. Everything might die
quick, but you do too. Fight through the endless night as a pair of floating hands with a simple slam shotgun as your world
slowly descends in to static madness.
The game is a simple run and gun, fighting for space as more and more enemies slowly pile on. The amount of time you survive
depends on if you can make the shot.

Quick note: Please read the Early Access section of our page. It explains more about why we're going in to Early Access so early in
the game's life, as well as addresses our plans for the future.
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Title: Scrapyard Robot Rampage
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Husky Operations
Publisher:
Husky Entertainment LLC
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2019

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 SP1+
Processor: Intel i3-6100, AMD Phenom II X4 955
Memory: 4 GB RAM
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 142 MB available space

English
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I'm gonna start this review by saying that this is a first impressions review (as of right now i have played half an hour of this
game), and that I know nothing of the game (when it was released, the developers, the budget, the time it took to make, etc.), so
opinions may change with further playing
Pros:
+Good atmosphere
+Music and sound effects aren't the best but do the job
+Hammer character is kinda fun
Pros/Cons together:
+/-Idea of light and shadow is very good, and the stealth part would be interesting as a mechanic if the player sitting still on his
or her's area didn't already make him invisible, rendering it useless
+/-Art style has potential, but is horrendously bad (as in 2000s flash games you'd find on free games websites bad) with no
options for better detail
Cons:
-Animations feel cheap and uninteresting, with many attack having very few frames for said animations
-Platforming feels very off, almost Zelda CD-i off, very unresponsive and hard
-Spear guy is horrible to play with
-The absolute worst are the controls, both in game and in the menus, with very little intuitive button choices for the keyboard (I
understand this game is probably made for controller use, but almost never mentioning the controls on the keyboard, along with
and offering the option to change anything? Shame), adding to this feeling of either going too fast with the dash (when you
manage to do a dash) or too slow, you always feel like a slug. Sometimes they don't even register the keys I press!
All around, not even worth the 2-3 euros i payed with the sale. Disclaimer: have had this for a while, but haven't played it much
as it can get really frustrating, but that's my fault, not the game's. Really well put together, simple(ish) stage-based game, but
awfully difficult for plebs like myself that can rage against the machine (see what i did there?). All in all, worth the price you
pay, be it on sale or not. Very simplistic ui, puzzlers will find it engaging and slightly addictive, but only if you crave a good
challenge and want a sense of accomplishment if and when you complete a stage.. i need refund pls. I bought this game because
the music and the video seem interesting and that one long review is interesting too and its cheap. But OMG isn't the font
annoying me, for a game that emphasize on content, they sure made the font hard and annoying to read, so i just exited. the
mechanic of the game isnt that great, when i hit, it almost felt like it was either gonna miss, or the enemy is touching me first. it
sure looks like a fun game, but i do not have the patience to put up with these things that are poorly design.
my first review ever. :) at least i tried it to support your good effort :). As a playable character in this game, I only wish it had
more levels because I had a lot of fun with it. I'm talking at least twice or three times as many levels, perhaps at the expense of
less waves per level or something of the sort. And it is because I honestly think the game is awesome!
Thank you OML! Looking forward to see more of what you do!. I bought this game reading the reviews, I regret! The game is
really simple and gets boring after the tutorial, this game lack so much. Asked for a refund, but gave it a second chance. AI
ingame is incompetent, going bankcorrupt after a year or two in most games. Lacks automatic actions as what product you want
to ship to and from a production site, after a few buildings you get bored setting up the same stuff again. The traffic coming out
from your production sites is just getting messy after a few buildings and there is just one big trafficjam and then one by one
just disappear. The random events appear to be built into when you place a building as it's the only time iv seen these(except for
the bank instance). Could be a really fun game where you could spend hours, but I don't belive that it is in this state, maybe
multiplayer would be a nice addition but then again you have to be playing it in fastforward because of the current state.. Also
Stupid fun with an obscene amount of achievements.. This is probably the best choose your own adveture trilogy I have ever
played because you get so immersed in your character over all the games justing hoping you get the best outcome but then you
regret the coice you made terribly a must have. love it, love it, love it love it love it
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Childhood memories of playing this game are coming back!!!! T_T. I loved this game from the very moment the Demo kicked
my butt a couple million times over. Makes Super Hexagon look like childs play.
Pros:
Fun
Hard
A good prank on friends
Cons:
Buggy (Cube disappears, stick to walls). Overall a decent game. It's entertaining has good visuals \/ soundtrack that will make
game sessions enjoyable. If you're interested chances are you'll like this game.
Pros:
- Good visuals, meaning menus, CGs, characters' art, etc.
- Good soundtrack.
- Multiple endings.
- Fully voiced.
Cons:
- Tedious battle system, it's so slow and repetitive.
- Voice acting is not the best.
- Money can be hard to get sometimes unless you keep reloading your game.
Worth the price. I would buy again.. TLDR DONT BUY THIS GAME
I got this for a dollar, its barely worth that. They devs focused more on graphics and "wow" factors (like the 3 different camera
modes) instead of anything else. The gameplay, enemies, weapons, etc. havent changed very much at all in the year ive had the
game. They will be releasing a new game eventually, and it looks like theyre "stealing" assets they were supposed to put into this
game. Oh yeah, they also stole stuff from tons of other games. Look up "guardians of orion stealing" any of the first 5 links will
have more than enough proof that they stole models.
Look at any of the other reviews, game is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 devs keep promising and never delivering
(like no mans sky when it released), and they have changed the game\/company name at least 4 or 5 times now. What ISNT
shady about changing your name that many times? Again, DONT BUY THIS GAME. https://youtu.be/hfJ847FO5_k
While the opening video has a lot going on the story is abruptly reduced to barely a trickle once play starts. Puzzles tend to be on
the simple side with many solvable by a little brute force.. Marine Sharpshooter II is a masterpeice of a game. It has very
intelligent AI that give real people a run for their money. The AI displays advanced knowledge of Guerilla warfare, such as
hiding in plants, switching stances repeatedly, running away from the player (Misdirection). I also love the diversity in this
game. Just in the first level we have French speaking African militiants fighting in a rain forest.. LOLed several times on the
characters. They are in a squad, but they hate and mock each other :)
And they do nothing from time to time, like Tibet is sort of AFK on second level, lol
Characters remind me of my CS:GO teammates 10\/10 GOTY. As a huge fan of the Metro series, I feel I must unpleasantly
post a negative review of this game. I think it was a big mistake to strike out so significantly from established norms of the
series. The abandonment of the metro proper for, primarily, the countryside of Russia was a mistake and not in keeping with the
atmosphere of previous Metro entries. The times I had the most fun with Exodus were in those relatively rare moments that you
were in more tightly enclosed confines or ruined cities. The open world elements did nothing but pad the play time with
uninteresting journeys through the wastes and with side encounters that were generally uninteresting.
Additionally, dealing with the factions of the Moscow metro and the effect the previous games had on the metro itself were the
most interesting aspects of the series but, of course, this was completely abandoned for new factions and situations that were
entirely unenthralling.
Here is hoping that subsequent entries will return to the roots of what made the Metro series uniquely interesting.
Oh, and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 EPIC.
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Dev Diary - 5/13/2019:
Hey there everyone. Long time no see!
I know it's been a while, and a lot of that is my own fault for just having the internal debate of "well it's been this long, so it's ok
if I wait a little longer ... right?" I'll do my best to prevent that from happening in the future now.
Since the last announcement a couple major life things have happened, including the passing of my grandmother on my mother's
side. We were pretty close, so it messed with me for about a month while that was all going on, and that happened almost
immediately after I had posted the previous Dev Diary.
Other than that amount of time, I've been slowly building speed back up to making decent progress on the next iteration of the
game. I haven't been focusing on any particular part of development, just kind of jumping around in to whatever is next in the
line of "things to do" that's up in my head. We picked up a couple of important assets from the UE4 marketplace that I myself
do not have the skill to do on my own, and I've redone the player weapon and movement controls for the third (and hopefully
final) time so that it'll be extremely to expand with later on down the line.
As for the artsy side, we've finally settled on a cel shaded style with lowpoly models and limited colors. I've started work on
moving my limited Maya knowledge in to Blender, and have been making progress on the model for the main character's arms
for the first person view. I've also got more than a few weapons sketched out to flesh a couple models out for whenever I get to
the 'make a bunch of new weapons' part of development. The first map is being worked on actively as I go or whenever I think
of something that'd be neat to add to it. I've gone through a couple ideas for that one as well, but it's starting to look less like a
dirt patch and more like what it's named- "The Scrapyard".
That's all from me for now. Like I mentioned at the start, I'm going to hold myself to posting these updates more often. It's not
only a sign of life, but also a way for the community to know what's going on.
If you'd like to hear or see more about the game and you're interested in being part of the community, join our Discord!
[discordapp.com] Every once in a while I'll post screenshots or short videos of what I'm currently working on. I promise we
don't bite.
Cheers,
Symm
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